


Before you begin your adventure, you have to

create your player character. First, you will need

to decide which of Storyhaven's famous town

guilds you want to belong to. Your team should

contain as many guilds as possible. Having

members of different guilds will make sure your

team has a good range of skills to use during your

mission. There is also an area of the website with

examples of past Storyhaveners who have chosen

each guild to inspire your character creation.

Character creation

https://storyhaven.app/


Step 1: Choose your guild.

Scientists (also known as Inventa-
fixers).



When you live at -40 degrees, things break

down - a lot. The scientists of Storyhaven have

had to learn to combine their vast knowledge of

chemistry, biology and physics with the more

practical skills of plumbing and repairing. They

have come to be known as Inventa-fixers and

can often be heard complaining that fixing a

leaky pipe is below someone of their immense

intelligence. 

Inventa-fixers are essential to Storyhaven life.

They are in charge of the fablehearth

technology that the town has developed using

the crystals of the sacred Crystal Cavern. This

efficient and green heating system is the reason

Storyhaveners have been able to survive on the

frozen ice wastes of the world. With the

appearance of old-fashioned iron stoves,

fablehearths are fuelled by story crystals rather

than wooden logs.



Their crystals glow with light and heat whenever

tales are told around them and that way heat the

buildings and homes of the town.

Inventa-fixers often take on apprentices and so

can be of any age, young or old. Indeed, younger

inventa-fixers are often in high demand as they

can repair parts of the fablehearths that are out of

the reach of older members of the guild.



Inventafixers can be fierce fighters and have been

known to drive off a pack of sabre wolves with

nothing but a screwdriver and a rolled-up sleeve.

They are, however, notoriously tight-fisted,

unwilling to spend a single penny on anything

that could be improvised instead out of a rubber

band, an empty bottle and an old bicycle wheel.

They do not tend to get on well with the story

shamans, who they believe to be lazy sit-abouts,

always getting in the way with their meditation,

yogic humming and crystal-gazing when there are

more practical problems to be solved.



Innovation – the ability to use whatever is at

hand, however strange, and adapt it to the

present situation.

Streetwise – built up from years of experience

of Storyhaven life, this is the knowledge of the

workings of the town and how things usually

turn out in practice.

Agility – the ability to move nimbly and

flexibly, to twist, leap, or dart.

Combat – the skill of hand-to-hand fighting,

brawling, the use of weapons, general

skirmish strategy and of having a mighty,

blood-curdling battle cry.

Inventafixer skills:



Banter – the ability to use your charm to get on

with others and twist them around your little

finger through cheerfulness and verbal wit.

Tight-fist – while this might not sound like a

skill, the hatred of spending gold pieces can often

lead to imaginative solutions that are beyond the

abilities of others.

Braggarts
Wasters, layabouts, troublemakers, and thieves -

the naturally rebellious, those who don't fit in.

Sharp-tongued and quick of thought and finger.

In any other society Braggarts would be punished,

booted out or locked up before you can say,

“Where's my purse gone?”. But Storyhaven has a

special tolerance for the square pegs of this world

as the town has long realised how essential they

are to any wonderful tale. 



Braggarts are perhaps not your ideal employees,
but they have a strict code of honour. It basically
states that you can rip off anybody who is not a
braggart, as long as that person has a fighting
chance of coming out on top  – otherwise, the
exercise is pointless and boring and no real honour
can come from it.



Braggarts are also highly territorial with fights often
breaking out over who has the right to slouch where
in town. 

Having said this, as Braggarts do little except laze
around and listen to Storyhaven life, they have
developed a deep affection for the townspeople.
They often secretly help out anybody in real trouble,
although they will instantly deny this if asked about
it directly.

Braggart skills:

Silvertongue – the ability to lie, twist the truth,
deceive, persuade or flatter.

Quickfingers – the ability to pickpockets, ferret,
or rummage, soundlessly and often while
continuing a secondary activity or conversation
at the same time.

Stealth – the ability to move silently, to creep,
sneak and spy.



Streetwise – built up from years of experience

of Storyhaven life, this is the knowledge of the

workings of the town and how things usually

turn out in practice.

Awareness – a heightened sense of what is

going on around you, an ability to react quicker

than others.

Innovation – the ability to use whatever is at

hand, however strange, and adapt it to the

present situation.

Glacier Striders

Storyhaven was built at the foot of a

mountainous glacier that shelters the town

from the icy elements. At its highest peaks the

winds sometimes blow the rock clear of snow,



 allowing life to gain an unlikely foothold. Seeds

carried thousands of miles on the frozen wind

bloom briefly in the sun until the ice closes over

again. These plants are highly prized for their

medicinal properties and beauty, and those who

are skilful enough climbers to be able to reach

them have won special status in Storyhaven life.



Striders have made harvesting the plants their

business and have built up a vast knowledge of

their different uses, which is passed down

through the guild from one generation to the

next.

Striders are usually calm and centred people,

who do not mind keeping their own company

during the long days they spend alone on the

glacier. As well as having skills associated with

rock climbing and mountaineering, they have a

natural tendency towards meditation and

spirituality.  

So much time spent in the natural world,

adapting themselves to the rhythms and life of

the glacier, has also given them a deep

understanding of the animals that call it home,

and means they can often summon snow foxes,

eagles, weasels and stouts to help them.



Glacier Strider skills:

Stealth – the ability to move silently, to creep,

sneak and spy.

Awareness – a heightened sense of what is going

on around you, and an ability to react quicker

than others.

Herblore – the ability to remember all the

different Storyhaven plant species and apply

their different side-effects and benefits to any

situation.

Speed – the ability to move fast, to run, sprint,

or race.

Agility – the ability to move nimbly and flexibly,

to twist, leap, or dart.



Animal empathy – an intimate connection

with the natural world that allows you to call

on its creatures in your moments of need.

Guards of the Perimeter Fence

Storyhaven has a reputation for hospitality

and welcoming all travellers, no matter where

they come from. But Earth's next ice age is a

dangerous time to be alive. Packs of sabre-

wolves often attack the town. Gangs of sky

bandits and outlaws roam the ice wastes on

the look out for defenceless outposts and

villages to raid. Eventually, it was decided that

Storyhaven should have a perimeter fence,

while keeping its gates open to all comers. The

women and men who volunteered to patrol its

ramparts are some of 



the bravest Storyhaveners there are, willing to

face down a stampeding woolly mammoth for

the good of their fellow townsfolk. 

It should also be noted, however, that the job of

Perimeter Fence Guard consists of long periods

of inactivity interrupted by rare, if intense,



moments of action. This attracts a certain kind

of personality. Many guards will take the

occasional wrestle with a testosterone-crazed

walrus, if it means they get to sit around for

days at a time, chatting with their friends and

gazing out at the stunning ice-age sunsets. This

also explains why many of Storyhaven’s most

popular tales were dreamt up around the crystal

beacons of the guards’ many watchtowers.

Guards of the Perimeter Fence skills:

Strength – wrestling walruses and woolly

mammoths does wonders for the biceps and

abs.

Laziness – the hidden role that downright

laziness has played in the rich history of human

innovation has often been overlooked.



Faced with exposing themselves to the cold and

getting up from a cosy lookout spot, Perimeter

Fence Guards will often come up with innovative

solutions that others would never have thought

of.

Combat – hand-to-hand fighting, brawling, the

use of weapons, general skirmish strategy and a

mighty, blood-curdling battle cry.

Banter – the ability to use your charm to get on

with others and twist them around your little

finger through cheerfulness and verbal wit.

Bravery – a healthy disregard for your own safety

when others are in danger.

Awareness – a heightened sense of what is going

on around you, an ability to react quicker than

others might.



Sledgers
Sledgers are amongst the most respected of

Storyhaven's guilds. These hardy souls run the

postal and trade routes from Storyhaven to

other towns on the ice wastes by driving sledges

pulled by their powerful huskiebears.

They have to withstand freezing temperatures

and snow storms while camping out under the

stars during their long expeditions away from

town and are often the target of sky bandit

attacks. But they are able fighters and their

knowledge of these frozen lands is second to

none. The stories they bring back from their

adventures are as prized as the goods and foods

they trade.



A sledger’s connection with their huskiebear is

legendary. With the cunning and intelligence of

huskie dogs and the size and strength of polar

bears, these loyal and protective animals are

chosen at birth by their owners in elaborate

rituals that bind them to each other for the rest of

their lives.



Sledger skills:

Animal empathy – an intimate connection

with the natural world that allows you to call

on its creatures in your moments of need.

Combat – hand-to-hand fighting, brawling,

the use of weapons, general skirmish strategy

and a mighty, blood-curdling battle cry.

Worldwise – a knowledge that comes from

travelling widely and being able to compare

the differences between cultures and ways of

seeing the world.

Strength – holding the reins of a pack of

huskiebears all day long means there are few

sledgers that can’t beat a weakling townie at

an arm wrestle.



Bravery – a healthy disregard for your own

safety when others are in danger.

Awareness – a heightened sense of what is

going on around you, an ability to react

quicker than others.

When you have chosen your guild, complete

the following journal pages to create your

character:

1 2 3 4
Page 1 should be done immediately, but the

others might be built up over the course of

your adventure as you get to know your

player character more intimately.


